
NEW! 
SPRING IS HERE!
The first bright day of spring—
toss off your jacket, and twirl 
in the warm sun, delighting in 
blue sky and the scent of flowers 
in full bloom. Revel in the merry 
sunshine in this swirling dress, 
with colorful flowers on pale-blue 
crinkled rayon, and the twist of 
a contrasting pattern above the 
ruffled hem. Approx. 51" long. 
Imported. Rayon; hand wash. 
Sizes S-XL.
A50226  Spring Flowers  
                 Maxi Dress  $55

NEW! BRIGHT BLOSSOMS
EXCLUSIVE! A warm light breeze brings 

the scent of flowers and the promise 
of springtime joy. This airy mesh 

topper wraps you in a light layer 
of brightly colored flowers, with 
pointy hem and waterfall front 
rippling in the breeze. Polyester/
spandex, machine wash. Sizes 

S-XL. Made in USA.
A40116  Bright Flowers  

      Mesh Jacket  $55

FLIGHT OF THE 
BUTTERFLY
The butterfly alights for a 
moment, then flies on, 
leaving a flutter of 
delight. Let your 
spirit fly with the 
butterfly in this top—
eyelet lace and extensive 
embroidery trace a butterfly 
front and back, with scalloped, 
shaped hem describing the 
wings. Silky rayon with satin 
embroidery skims you lightly. 
Approx. 24" at longest. 
Imported. Rayon; hand wash. 
Sizes M, L, XL, 2X, 3X.
A60407 Embroidered   
                 Butterfly Top $52

JOY ABOUNDING
Warm sun, whispering wind, soft ground and the scent of flowers 
and greenery—in the exuberant leap of a rabbit is the joy of a 
summer morning. This sculpture captures the rabbit in mid-leap, 
expressing the wonder of being alive. Hefty cast iron with bronze 

finish; 15" long, 9½" high. Gift 
wrap and rush delivery 

not available.
D40028  Cast Iron 

Rabbit Garden 
Sculpture  $130

IN THE NAME OF STILLNESS   
Irish harpist Aine Minogue creates a 
space for contemplative intention and a 
deepening of the spiritual experience. 
In this album of ethereal music, she 
invites us to find the stillness that 
brings peace and clarity of mind. Ten 
tracks  (see gaelsong.com for listing).
M40003   In the Name of Stillness CD   $21

SERENITY
Waft through hot summer 
days, a vision in serene blue. 
Layers of lightweight gauze 

flow in this dress of elegant 
simplicity; loose-fitting A-line 

shape flares at the curved hem, 
top layer has asymmetrical side 
slits for added swirl in your step. 
43" long. Imported. Polyester/
cotton; machine wash. Sizes 
S-XXL.

A50168  Serenity Dress  $49

NEW! GOOD MORNING, 
SUNSHINE
A ladybug and bird friend greet the 
morning sun. 4½" long.
D21046  Tiny Bird & Ladybug 
            on a Twig  $14

NEW! 
BRIGHT 
BLUE 
SKIES
Dewdrops sparkling 
on a field of flowers—
the fresh delight of spring 
inspires this necklet. A 
garland of flowers, enameled 
in shades of blue, is highlighted with 
glimmering crystals. Silver-tone chain adjusts 
16-18”. Set includes coordinating post earrings.
J90071  Blue Blossoms Necklace and  
           Earrings Set  $28

NEW! REFRESHING
EXCLUSIVE! A cascade of refreshing blue keeps you cool in this swingy 
crinkle-cotton tunic top. Playful handkerchief hem and big patch pocket 
add to the easy appeal. Imported. Cotton; machine wash gentle. One size.
A50336  Swingy Tunic with Patch Pocket  $40

shown at 3/4 
actual size
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Spring Has Sprung!




